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Hi Eric
You know I can't get on Geoexchange to reply to your comments. But I do read everything you write. "Pulling off five
CSV's from failed irrigation systems" is getting very close to hearing from my attorney. The CSV's didn't fail, you failed to
understand how they work. And since you can't understand how something as simple and beneficial as a CSV works, you
certainly do not understand those complicated VFD's you claim are better. Even though Calladrilling said he wouldn't
install a CSV, he contradicted himself by saying every CSV he has seen works flawlessly. It doesn't make you guys look
very smart when you are the only ones with anything negative to say about CSV's after 20+ years and hundreds of
thousands of installations without ANY failures. Even when ldameron says he has had a CSV for 5 years without any
problems, you try to make people think that is an exception instead of the way all CSV systems work, which it is.
If anything you say was true, Franklin, Goulds, Grundfos, or some other pump company would have put a stop to me
years ago. You should notice that none of these companies will publicly say anything bad about a CSV, because they
know it is not true, and they would suffer the consequences.
When someone calls me about the stuff being said at Geoexchange, they are already saying you guys are the only ones
with anything negative to say, so you must not know what you are talking about.
Just letting you know I keep a copy of everything you guys say in a file for my attorney. You should make sure what you
say is accurate.
Cary Austin
800-652-0207
caustin@cyclestopvalves.com
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